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The objective was to research a new application for mobile users; that application
should be helpful and convenient for human beings’ usual life. The application was
designed to be run on the mobile phones supported with Java.

The research methods were programming mostly. J2ME is the main programming
language in this thesis research. This thesis was an individual work. The research was
written on the basis of the information which was available and this is the author’s
view in how the sensible things should be implemented there.

The result of my thesis work is an application called EFDictionary, which attempts to
help people to translate languages between English and Finnish. With the help from
Mr. Thai Bui, the research progresses to the final results and the mobile application
could run well on the emulator.
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J2ME Java 2 platform, Micro Edition
J2SE Java 2 platform, Standard Edition
J2EE Java 2 platform, Enterprise Edition
PDA Personal digital assistant
RAM Random-Access memory
TV Television
GPS Global Positioning System
API Application programming interface
CLDC Connected Limited Device Configuration
UI User interface
CDC Connected Device Configuration
MIDP Mobile Information Device Profile
PDAP PDA Profile
RMI Remote Method Invocation
MID Mobile Information Device
JVM Java Virtual Machines
JAD Java Application Descriptor file
JAR Java Archive file
WTK Wireless Toolkit
IDE Integrated Development Environment
SMS Short Message Service
OS Operating system
GUI Graphic User Interface
AWT Abstract Windows Toolkit
LCD Liquid crystal display
2D Two-dimension
BREW Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless
AMS Application Management Software

TERMSTERMSTERMSTERMS

EFDictionary The application were built for this thesis research
Java A programming language developed by SUN company
MIDlet MIDP Applications
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1111 INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

1.11.11.11.1 ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives ofofofof thesisthesisthesisthesis

The purpose of this thesis is to study and build a convenient mobile application, and
make the user could be benefit from using the use of EFDictionary.

EFDictionary was designed to the customers who are unacquainted to either English
or Finnish. For the customer, the usability and convenience are very worth
considering. So, mobile software is a good method to expand my idea.

The EFDictionary application is worked based on J2ME platform, which means, Java
programming language is the most used. And any mobile phones which support Java
should be capable to run this application.

1.21.21.21.2 PrinciplePrinciplePrinciplePrinciple ofofofof projectprojectprojectproject

During the thesis work, the knowledge of J2ME platform, process of MIDP
Application development, and mobile phone should be involved.

The primary target was to develop a new application of Finnish- English dictionary
that can be implemented on mobile phones supporting Java.

1.31.31.31.3 StructureStructureStructureStructure ofofofof thethethethe thesisthesisthesisthesis

Firstly, there will be a brief about Java and J2ME, some special features regarding
J2ME MIDlet development; also some summarization about Netbeans development
environment.

After that, my opinion of design is introduced.

Next, I explain how I implement the application, and give a few illustrations of codes.

At the end, a final conclusion of EFDictionay which is according to this thesis
research will be give.
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2222 J2MEJ2MEJ2MEJ2ME

In this chapter, there are some elementary information of J2ME are given.

2.12.12.12.1 J2MEJ2MEJ2MEJ2ME OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview

Background information of J2ME and J2ME platforms are discussed in the next
subchapters.

2.1.12.1.12.1.12.1.1 JavaJavaJavaJava 2222 PlatformsPlatformsPlatformsPlatforms

Recognizing that one structure can not adapt to all the circumstances, therefore, Sun
divided Java into three different versions, each version for today's computer industry
in a special field.

� J2ME (Java 2 platform, Micro Edition): Specifies several different sets of
libraries (known as profiles) for devices which are sufficiently limited that
supplying the full set of Java libraries would take up unacceptably large amounts
of storage.

� J2SE (Java 2 platform, Standard Edition): For general purpose use on
desktop PCs, servers and similar devices.

� J2EE (Java 2 platform, Enterprise Edition): Java SE plus various APIs useful
for multi-tier client-server enterprise applications.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_ME
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_SE
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_EE
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-tier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Client-server
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_application
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FiFiFiFig.1.g.1.g.1.g.1. StructureStructureStructureStructure ofofofof JavaJavaJavaJava 2222 platformsplatformsplatformsplatforms /5//5//5//5/

Fig.1 shows the different versions of Java, and their target markets, from the top side
of the most high-end to the bottom side of the most low-end. Basically, it identifies
their target markets as well as the types of their target devices. J2EE provides
enterprise-class computer servers and support, J2SE provides support for desktop and
personal computers, J2ME provides high-end and low-end devices.

� High-end device: Typical products from this class of device are like set-top
box, video phone, car entertainment/navigation systems and so on. Those devices
are capable at processing huge amount of user interfaces and dependent on
broadband-Internet connections.
� Low-end device: like mobile phones, PDAs which devices are with ordinary
user interfaces, limited RAM and narrowband-Internet or intermittent network
communication.

2.1.22.1.22.1.22.1.2 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction totototo J2MEJ2MEJ2MEJ2ME

J2ME was launched by SUN Company in June 1996, as a new Java version to provide
application development especially for the small resource-constrained consumer
electronics devices. J2ME now has been widely used in cell phones, PDAs, car
navigation systems as well as TV set-top boxes and many other devices; it has a very
good development prospects.

Its major technical advantages are: has a good cross-platform capability to achieve the
superiority of which called “write once, run anywhere”; with a seamless integration
with J2EE capacity; retains excellent Java language characteristics, such as simple,
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safe; and the existing Java platform, a wide range of development tools, enterprises,
developers can provide a good J2ME support.

At this stage, the most popular application for J2ME is game software. Compared to
its competitors such as BREW /15/ (an application development platform created by
Qualcomm) which needs for expensive special equipments and development tools,
J2ME program can be developed on PC and run by emulator device, and then easily
deployed to the target device; it makes the development, testing and release become
easy and inexpensive. Because once a J2ME application was developed, it could be
run on any kind of platforms. In fact, uses of prospects of J2ME are much broader.

2.22.22.22.2 ConfigurationsConfigurationsConfigurationsConfigurations andandandand ProfilesProfilesProfilesProfiles

As a Java development platform, J2ME was specially designed and developed for the
mobile devices with small memory capacity and low-performance processor from the
advent of beginning. On the surface, it is good for those developers who wish to
enhance the portability of the application; however, the term of “mobile device”
covers a very wide range of areas, Including PDAs, pagers, smart phones and even
GPS equipments and so on, they all have different hardware configuration. Similarly,
the market for such equipment is also independent; there is an issue about
compatibility between two kinds of device from the same supplier, let alone devices
from different manufacturers. This is almost impossible to provide an universal
development platform for these wide variety of mobile devices. As a result, J2ME
defines two types of specifications which work together to provide a mobile Java
platform; these two types of specifications are Configuration and Profile.

2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1 ConfigurationConfigurationConfigurationConfiguration

The J2ME platform covers a large range of different devices types. Due to the large
range of different type devices in the J2ME market place, Sun has split the J2ME in
configurations. Configurations define virtual machines features, Java language
features and Java API classes for each configuration environment. To avoid
fragmentation that could lead to confusion, Sun has introduced only two
configurations so far, which are:

CLDC: Connected Limited Device Configuration

The CLDC was the first configuration to be defined as it is bound to the main target
group: small toys or gadgets, which always are carried around by the user, e.g. mobile
phones or PDAs. So the market consisting of personal, mobile, connected information
devices is served by the CLDC. This kind of devices require following factors /14/:

� Very simple user interface (including no UI at all).
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� Low level memory budgets (160 kb to 512 kb).
� 16 or 32 bit processors.
� Wireless communication, possibly low bandwidth.
� Limited power, often battery operation.

CDC: Connected Device Configuration

The CDC serves the market consisting of shared, fixed, connected information
devices. In order to get support from CDC, mobile devices must have at least the
following conditions /14/:

� Large range of user interface capabilities (down to and including no UI).
� Memory budgets in range of 2 to 16 megabytes.
� 16 or 32 bit processors.
� Connectivity to some type of network.

2.2.22.2.22.2.22.2.2 ProfileProfileProfileProfile

The configurations help already a lot to differentiate different types of devices. But as
there plenty types around they still have to be refined further because a configuration
might cover devices intended for totally different usage, like mobile phones and
washing machines. The mobile phone and the washing machine could belong to the
same configuration but it is obvious that a mobile phone application is not expected to
run on the washing machine or other devices. Thus, the J2ME framework provides the
concept of profiles to achieve application environment portability.

Profiles address the specific demands of device category. Because of this, profiles
may include libraries that are far more device category specific than the libraries
provided in a configuration. A profile consists of classes that enable developers to
implement features found on a related group of small computing devices.

There are several profiles in various stages of development:
� Profiles used with CLDC:
� Mobile Information Device Profile(MIDP)
� PDA Profile(PDAP)

� Profiles used with CDC:
� Foundation Profile
� Game Profile
� Personal Profile
� Personal Basis Profile
� RMI Profile
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2.32.32.32.3 J2MEJ2MEJ2MEJ2ME ArchitectureArchitectureArchitectureArchitecture

The system structure of J2ME is based on the devices. A class defines particular types
of device: mobile phone, Beep-Pager and PDA each is a simple category.

Sun Company designs J2ME system structure as modularized in order to support the
flexibility and customization for CLDC devices. J2ME defines the modularization and
scalability at the time of a complete application running; the three layers in this model
are constructed in the host operating system on the device. Fig.2 shows fours layers of
J2ME architecture.

Fig.2.Fig.2.Fig.2.Fig.2. J2MEJ2MEJ2MEJ2ME ArchitectureArchitectureArchitectureArchitecture /6//6//6//6/

� Host Operating System: this layer for specific hardware device’s operating
system.

� JVM (Java Virtual Machines): this layer is an implement of JVM; it is made
for host operating system of special devices, to support a particular J2ME
configuration.

� Configurations: configuration layer defines the JVM’s functions; it handles
interactions between the profile and the JVM.

� Profiles: it consists of the minimum set of application programming interfaces
for the small computing device.

JVM layer, configuration layer and profile layer together for the application, provide a
standard operation environment which allows new applications and services to be
installed to various end-user devices.
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2.42.42.42.4 MIDPMIDPMIDPMIDP

MIDP is the Profile locates in the upper CLDC, which is the relatively mature
developing and best-known Profile on J2ME platform

2.4.12.4.12.4.12.4.1 MIDPMIDPMIDPMIDPArchitectureArchitectureArchitectureArchitecture

Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) defines the Java application environment
for mobile information devices (MIDs), such as mobile phones and personal digital
assistants (PDAs). MIDP is part of the Java™ 2 Platform, Micro Edition (J2ME™).
Fig.3 illustrates the MIDP architecture.

FiFiFiFig.g.g.g.3.3.3.3. MIDPMIDPMIDPMIDPArchitectureArchitectureArchitectureArchitecture /7//7//7//7/

2.4.22.4.22.4.22.4.2 MIDPMIDPMIDPMIDPApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplications (MIDlets)(MIDlets)(MIDlets)(MIDlets)

The applications written for mobile information devices such as mobile phones are
called MIDlets. A MIDlet is a well behaved MIDP application which lives within the
resource constraints which runs and terminates when requested.

A complete MIDP application is consist of a JAD (Java Application Descriptor file)
and JAR (Java Archive file). JAD describes the MIDlets that are distributed as JAR
files; JAR aggregates many files into one, such as Class files, Resource files and
Manifest files. Fig.4 shows the MIDlet packing.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDlet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JAR_(file_format)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JAR_(file_format)
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FigFigFigFig....4.4.4.4. MIDletMIDletMIDletMIDlet packingpackingpackingpacking /8//8//8//8/

2222.4.3.4.3.4.3.4.3 MIMIMIMIDDDDletletletlet LifecycleLifecycleLifecycleLifecycle

A MIDlet can be in one of the three states (Active, paused, destroyed) after it is
launched by the Application Management Software.
A MIDlet's main class extends javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet. The main class
defines three life-cycle notification methods: startApp(), pauseApp(), and
destroyApp().

There are three possible states in a MIDlet's life-cycle:

� Active: The MIDlet is active. Starting the MIDlet application from the device
User Interface when the application is executed by default startApp() method will
call.

� Paused: The MIDlet instance has been constructed and is inactive. This state is
usually entered in the following ways: From the Active state after the pauseApp()
method is called from the AMS (Application Management Software) and Paused
from a running state by an interruption event such as an incoming phone call.

� Destroyed: The MIDlet has been terminated and is ready for reclamation by the
garbage collector. The MIDlet releases all of its resources and terminated when
this state is on. This state is entered possibly by reasons such as from the Active
or Paused state, after the detroyApp() or notifyDestroyed() method is called and
returns successfully, Destroyed from a running state via a user directive from the
MIDlet menu or device was accidently shut off.

Fig. 5 illustrates the switches among different states.
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FigFigFigFig....5.5.5.5. MIDletMIDletMIDletMIDlet LifecycleLifecycleLifecycleLifecycle /9//9//9//9/

2.4.42.4.42.4.42.4.4 MIDletMIDletMIDletMIDlet developmentdevelopmentdevelopmentdevelopment processprocessprocessprocess

During the processes of developing a MIDlet, it could be seven separately steps in
total there. By the proper order of creation, there are designing, coding, compiling,
preverification, packaging, testing, and deployment.

FigFigFigFig....6.6.6.6. StepsStepsStepsSteps totototo MIDletMIDletMIDletMIDlet DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment /10//10//10//10/

Fig.6 describes the steps of MIDlet development.
1. Design: this part happens before the coding job, mostly sketching for the user

interfaces and user interactivity.
2. Code: coding of methods and functions for the expected purposes.
3. Compile: compilation makes programming language translated to machine

language, and generating debugging info.
4. Preverify: verification of byte code to ensure that the class file is structurally and

conceptually correct as the JVM specification.
5. Package: Manifest file, then JAR and JAD file is created in the step.
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6. Test: MIDlet is tested by using emulator device on computer for minimizing
errors or bugs.

7. Deploy: Installing the MIDlet into a real mobile device and implement it.

2.52.52.52.5 J2MEJ2MEJ2MEJ2ME DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment

2.5.12.5.12.5.12.5.1 J2MEJ2MEJ2MEJ2ME WTKWTKWTKWTK

J2ME Wireless Toolkit (J2ME WTK) is the official MIDP application development
tool from SUN Company release. It provides a complete development environment of
coding and testing for MIDP applications and an emulation environment for a variety
of devices. The J2ME WTK allows the use of any text editor for editing source files.

At the present time, J2ME WTK can work on the platforms of Windows Xp,
Windows 7, Linux and Solaris. It is free to use, program developer can download the
toolkit from Internet.

The version of WTK used in this thesis project is 2.5.2. Since I used the same version
of WTK for the last project I took from school’s lecture to build a media player,
though I am more familiar to WTK 2.5.2.

2.5.22.5.22.5.22.5.2 IDEIDEIDEIDE (Integrated(Integrated(Integrated(Integrated DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment Environment)Environment)Environment)Environment)

There are a good deal of IDE tools are well-known, such as Eclipse, Jbuilder and
NetBeans. Besides the essential functions of J2ME WTK, they offer various visual
development tools moreover. In respect that NetBeans IDE is a tool used for this
thesis project, therefore it is necessary to acquaint ourselves with NetBeans IDE.

The NetBeans IDE is a famous integrated development environment available for
Windows, Mac, Linux, and Solaris. The NetBeans IDE is an open-source integrated
development environment. NetBeans IDE supports development of all Java
application types.

The version of Netbeans IDE used for this thesis project is 6.9. And it is free to
download and use from the official web site.
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3.3.3.3. DESIGNDESIGNDESIGNDESIGN

In the following chapter, the points of view of idea and concept from the author are
explained in detail.

3.13.13.13.1 MotivationMotivationMotivationMotivation andandandand backgroundbackgroundbackgroundbackground informationinformationinformationinformation

Nowadays, the usability of mobile phones is no longer only limited to phone calling.
People use mobile phone for SMS sending or other basic daily functions. More and
more users take better consideration on the joy of using their phones. Moreover, the
applications such as digital camera, music player and Internet browser make mobile
phones more powerful and multifunctional. Meanwhile, those functions bring users
preferable convenience and enjoyment. Therefore, developing and implementing an
educational application based on mobile phone for its users will be a good choice.

Why chooses J2ME as the development platform? J2ME was launched by SUN
Company in June 1996, which as a new Java version to provide application
development especially for the small resource-constrained consumer electronics
devices. Its major technical advantages are that: has a good cross-platform capability
to achieve the superiority of which called “write once, run anywhere”; with a
seamless integration with J2EE capacity; retains excellent Java language
characteristics, such as simple, safe; and the existing Java platform, a wide range of
development tools, enterprises, developers can provide a good J2ME support.

Furthermore, Finnish is a minority language for the foreigners and tourists. Nowadays,
I realized that the translation tools about Finnish - English is not adequate in today's
market, let alone the application that be run on the mobile devices. In addition,
technology about mobile devices is rapidly developing, it has a very good
development prospects.
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3.23.23.23.2 FunctionalityFunctionalityFunctionalityFunctionality

ApplicationApplicationApplicationApplication

Translating English to FinnishTranslating English to FinnishTranslating English to FinnishTranslating English to Finnish Translating Finnish to EnglishTranslating Finnish to EnglishTranslating Finnish to EnglishTranslating Finnish to English
Datab aseDatab aseDatab aseDatab ase

User

In terface

FigFigFigFig....7.7.7.7. DeploymentDeploymentDeploymentDeployment diagramdiagramdiagramdiagram

The main functionalities of application are shown in the Fig.7. The application was
designed as a bidirectional translating tool, it means user can reach:
� Finnish- English Dictionary: Translating a Finnish word meanings in English
� English- Finnish Dictionary: Translating an English word meanings in Finnish

3.33.33.33.3 AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis ofofofof ApplicationApplicationApplicationApplication NeedsNeedsNeedsNeeds

The target application was expected to accomplish following functions:
� Application can let user to input a target word which needs to be translated
� MIDlet is able to retrieve data from existing word-stock files
� MIDlet shows up the translating result on the screen
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U serU serU serU ser A pplicationA pplicationA pplicationA pplication

Translating English to FinnishTranslating English to FinnishTranslating English to FinnishTranslating English to Finnish

Translating Finnish to EnglishTranslating Finnish to EnglishTranslating Finnish to EnglishTranslating Finnish to English

D atabaseD atabaseD atabaseD atabase

< << << << < u sesu sesu sesu ses > >> >> >> >

< << << << < u sesu sesu sesu ses > >> >> >> > < << << << < u sesu sesu sesu ses > >> >> >> >

< << << << < u sesu sesu sesu ses > >> >> >> >

< << << << < extendsextendsextendsextends > >> >> >> >

< << << << < extendsextendsextendsextends > >> >> >> >

FigFigFigFig....8.8.8.8. UseUseUseUse CaseCaseCaseCase diagramdiagramdiagramdiagram

Fig.8 describes the relationship between actors and use cases. There are three actors in
this diagram, the first one is User, the second one is Application and the third one is
Database. In addition, there are two use cases: (a) Translating a Finnish word to
English; (b) Translating an English word to Finnish.

3.43.43.43.4 TargetTargetTargetTarget GoalsGoalsGoalsGoals

To obtain an application of Finnish- English dictionary that can be implemented on
mobile phones those support Java, therefore the application was designed to have
these factors:
� Usability: Easy to install and fast to get familiar with.
� Reliable reusability: Make sure application is durable.
� Fine expansibility: Support more types of language for the future work.
� Testability: For in case of bugs happen.
� High performance: Cost memory as low as possible.

3.53.53.53.5 ConsiderationsConsiderationsConsiderationsConsiderations DuringDuringDuringDuring inininin DesignDesignDesignDesign

The product of mobile equipments and the technology related to it is developing
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rapidly everyday, it is impractical to build applications or supply services for a
number of specific models of mobile phone in a small range. In case of doing for that,
it will only raise the cost of developing and maintenance. So developing programs on
the extensive and universal platform is more reasonable and serviceable. iPhone is
just an good example, it has an incredible selling achievement in the market; and
behind this there are a huge number of devotee following iPhone. Why? The answer is
obvious, the advantageous iPhone OS makes numerous outstanding developers take
part in it and they help iPhone OS and Apps to become more excellent. That is why
nowadays more and more people are using or going to use iPhone.

J2ME also provides developers of an extensive and universal platform; nevertheless,
there are still some factors to be considered.

� Limited processing ability of mobile phone
Nowadays, most of mobile phones support J2ME, but they can only supply very
limited processing ability. The hardware of mobile phones mostly are small, this is a
big barrier to applications development. Because EFDictionary has a big deal with
database process, so making an efficient algorithm is much needed.

� Finite screen size of mobile phone
The screen on mobile phone is quite small compare to computer monitor in despite of
the manufactures are making mobile phones’ screen bigger and bigger. And there is no
such a “standard size” to be defined, which means different models of phone have
different sizes of screen. This restriction brings developers more work to do, and in
the meantime it reduces the portability. Actually, I only used Low-Level API to
develop EFDictionary, and the application works well on the emulator with 480x360
screen resolution.

� Small memory configuration
It needs to consume a lot of RAM for running a program on the mobile phone, but
most RAM inside mobile phone is quite small at the same time. Besides some
high-level smart phones with powerful configurations, the RAM inside of most
ordinary mobile phones is less than 64M. It is bottleneck restrictions to applications
development for mobile phones. As the way of solving problem of limited processing
ability, here the efficient algorithm could figure it out.

� Portability
With regard to different configurations from various models of mobile phones,
portability should be taken good care of. Such as protocols supporting, screen size. On
account of J2ME technique is from Java, so thanks to super excellent characteristics
from Java and J2ME, it has good portability as its nature.
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3.63.63.63.6 SystemSystemSystemSystem DesignDesignDesignDesign

3.6.13.6.13.6.13.6.1 ActivitActivitActivitActivityyyy DiagramDiagramDiagramDiagram

U se rU se rU se rU se r

Select mode Select mode Select mode Select mode """"English to FinnishEnglish to FinnishEnglish to FinnishEnglish to Finnish """"

Launch DicM idletLaunch DicM idletLaunch DicM idletLaunch DicM idlet

Input a  w o rdInput a  w o rdInput a  w o rdInput a  w o rd

ContinueContinueContinueContinue ????

Y e sY e sY e sY e s

N oN oN oN o

ApplicationApplicationApplicationApplication

Send request to DatabaseSend request to DatabaseSend request to DatabaseSend request to Database

DatabaseDatabaseDatabaseDatabase

Search in DatabaseSearch in DatabaseSearch in DatabaseSearch in Database

Send result back to applicationSend result back to applicationSend result back to applicationSend result back to application

Found Found Found Found 
matched matched matched matched 
k eyw ordk eyw ordk eyw ordk eyw ord

Shows warning messageShows warning messageShows warning messageShows warning message

Shows translating resultsShows translating resultsShows translating resultsShows translating results

No matched No matched No matched No matched 
k eyw ordk eyw ordk eyw ordk eyw ord

ContinueContinueContinueContinue ????
Y e sY e sY e sY e s

N oN oN oN o

ContinueContinueContinueContinue ????

Y e sY e sY e sY e s

N oN oN oN o

FigFigFigFig....9.9.9.9. ActivityActivityActivityActivity diagramdiagramdiagramdiagram

The Fig.9 is drawn to describe the whole process of application work. Firstly, user can
launch EFDictionary on his/her phone. There are two functions to be selected: (a)
English to Finnish; (b) Finnish to English. According to user's choice, for instance, the
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function of “English to Finnish” is selected. Secondly, user is asked to input a word.
Having been inputted, word is stored into memory; the word is sent to database by
application and searched inside it. There is a judgement by program to determine what
will be done on next step. If there is matched keyword in database, this word will be
sent back to application and displayed on screen. Finally, user is asked whether he/she
wants to finish or start a new process. If user chooses “no” the application will be
finished. Otherwise the application will be back to second step for asking a word. On
the other hand, if there is not matched word in database, a warning message will be
showed on the screen.
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3.6.23.6.23.6.23.6.2 FlowFlowFlowFlow ChartChartChartChart
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FigFigFigFig....10.10.10.10. FlowFlowFlowFlow ChartChartChartChart

Fig.10 expresses how the EFDictionary processes with algorithms and relates to
database.
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There are several key functions which are made for the EFDictionary. And now I am
exampling some key functions for my thesis readers to ease understood. Once this
MIDlet has been launched, the first decision from user is to select the translating
direction from either “English to Finnish” or “Finnish to English”. The function I
made in MIDlet for detecting the translating directions is by the index position on the
listing form which is named “operationList” in codes.

Secondly, there is a user interface with a textbox let users inputting target translating
words. In case the textbox is still empty after user click the “OK” button, then the
programme will keep staying at the same user interface. Because I made another
function to test the length of the content from that text button, after the action of
“OK” button actives. The purpose of this function is to avoid unwanted errors
happened and to reduce the computation

The most important part in the EFDictionary is the process of trying to find the most
matching words for the target translating given by user. Actually there are three steps
to be dealt with in this section. More detailed descriptions are given in the section 4.3,
since it has more relation with database of words stock. It will become much easier
understand after me explaining the structure, contents, and algorithms in database.

Afterwards, on the condition that there are matching words found in the words stock,
the step of showing translating results should be followed. I also created a method to
detect whether there is translating results found. This function also has the principle
with the length calculation method like I mentioned another familiar function for the
text box of target translating word inputting. If it was succeed in finding matching
target words and its translating results, then shows the results. On the contrary, there
will be a warning message shows up if there is nothing found after process in
database.
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3.6.33.6.33.6.33.6.3 ClassClassClassClass DiagramDiagramDiagramDiagram

Fig.11.Fig.11.Fig.11.Fig.11. ClassClassClassClass DDDDiagramiagramiagramiagram

There are two classes in the Fig.11, which are “Search” and “ReadCsv”.

In class of “Search”, there are 20 attributes such as m_straEngSearch,
m_straFinSearch, m_nEngIndexFound and others. It also has 10 methods: (1)
Search(), (2) SetSearchWord(), (3) LoadSearchList(), (4) GetFirstField(), (5)
GetSecondField(), (6) SearchIndex(), (7) LoadIndexFile(), (8) LoadDirectoryFile(), (9)
TranslateWord(), (10) GetTranslatedWord() respectively.
In “ReadCsv” class, “loadTextSmall()”, “loadTextBig()” and “split()” are the only 3
methods. More detailed description about attributes and methods are expressed as
comments in the code.

The relationship between Search and ReadCsv is 1 to 1 which means they are unique
to each other at one time.
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3.73.73.73.7 ApplicationApplicationApplicationApplication RunningRunningRunningRunning PlatformPlatformPlatformPlatform

The application can be run on any mobile phones which support Java and specific
emulator device. The MIDlet was developed according to J2ME Profiles and
Configurations, which can avoid the problem from different characteristics of mobile
hardware from various manufactures. Moreover, it has high performance of
portability on any mobile systems support Java.
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4.4.4.4. IIIIMPLEMENTATIONMPLEMENTATIONMPLEMENTATIONMPLEMENTATION

A brief explanation of methodologies adopted during the process of application
development.

4.14.14.14.1 GUIGUIGUIGUI (Graphic(Graphic(Graphic(Graphic UserUserUserUser Interface)Interface)Interface)Interface)

A core feature of the MIDP (Mobile Information Device Profile) technology is its
support for developing mobile phone user interfaces. The MIDP provides a set of Java
APIs known as the LCDUI, which has functionalities being similar to the Java
Abstract Windows Toolkit (AWT) and Swing APIs in the desktop world. J2ME
supports mobile phone UI development using the MIDP APIs.

4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 UserUserUserUser InterfaceInterfaceInterfaceInterface ArchitectureArchitectureArchitectureArchitecture

MIDP contains user interface classes in javax.microedition.lcdui and
javax.microedition.lcdui.game packages. The MIDlet is represented by an instance of
Display class, accessed from a method called getDisplay(). The main purpose of
Display is to keep track of what is currently shown, which is an instance of
Displayable. MIDlets can change the contents of the display by passing Displayable
instances to Display’s setCurrent() method.

The MIDP user interface classes, found in the library javax.microedition.lcdui, can be
considered on two parts: the high-level UI API and the low-level UI API.

The high-level part of UI API gives the maximum portability for the application. The
high-level classes are heavily abstracted to provide minimal control over their look
and feel, which is left for device on which they are deployed to manage, according to
its capabilities.

The low-level part of UI API provides very little protection from the physical device’s
capabilities. The classes of the low-level group are perfect for MIDlets where precise
control over the location and display of the UI elements is important and required. Of
course, with more control comes less portability.

For you to be able to show a UI element on a device screen, whether high-level or
low-level, it must implement the Displayable interface. A displayable class may have
a title, a ticker, and certain commands associated with it, among other things. This
implies that both the Screen and Canvas classes and their subclasses implement this
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interface. A Displayable class is a UI element that can be shown on the device's screen
while the Display class abstracts the display functions of an actual device's screen and
makes them available to you. It provides methods to gain information about the screen
and to show or change the current UI element that you want displayed. Thus, a
MIDlet shows a Displayable UI element on a Display using the
setCurrent(Displayable element) method of the Display class.

As the method name suggests, the Display can have only one Displayable element at
one time, which becomes the current element on display. The current element that is
being displayed can be accessed using the method getCurrent(), which returns an
instance of a Displayable element. The static method getDisplay(MIDlet midlet)
returns the current display instance associated with your MIDlet method. Fig.12
describes the architecture of user interface in J2ME development.

FigFigFigFig.12.12.12.12.... UserUserUserUser InterfaceInterfaceInterfaceInterface ArchitectureArchitectureArchitectureArchitecture /13//13//13//13/

Because my target application is a dictionary tool, so the user interface should be
following the objectives of simply and efficient. There are only few Displayable
elements highly used, which are List, Form, TextBox, TextField and Button as well.

4.24.24.24.2 DatabaseDatabaseDatabaseDatabase StructureStructureStructureStructure

As the result after discussing with my thesis instructor, the database I used for my
dictionary is an existing one from Internet. The source is downloaded from
http://www.dicts.info/java/en/download.php?file=english-finnish and it is free.
Actually there are many existing applications developed with lots of languages on that
website, but here I only download and use the words stock files as the database for my
own application. The file I downloaded is called “dfm-english-finnish.zip” from the

http://www.dicts.info/java/en/download.php?file=english-finnish
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reference link above.

After downloaded and extracted, it is a folder file which contains lots of files under it.
There is a folder named” dictionary” in the source file folder. In fact, this”dictionary”
folder plays the role of words stock. Actually this folder of words stock was an
existing one from another program which is open and free on the Internet, rather than
I created it. So before I used this word stock for my own program, I must to figure out
the algorithm and principle to use it. Fig.13 shows the contents under folder of
Dictionary.

Contents  

Searchlist .c s v f ile s

In d ex .c s v f ile s

Property fi l e

D ictionary .c s v f ile s

Folder of Dictionary

Fig.1Fig.1Fig.1Fig.13333.... FolderFolderFolderFolder StructureStructureStructureStructure ofofofof DatabaseDatabaseDatabaseDatabase

As there are many files under the “dictionary” folder from the source file, I made a
statistics. There are 4 types of file could be considered.

I opened those files with EXCEL software, which could display the original file
structure.

Firstly, the files with initial name “searchlist”; there are only two. searchlistfin.csv
and searchlisteng.csv. There is only one column which consists of one word and one
number. For example “week 39” in this case, number 39 shows that the words after
word “week” ordered by lexicographic order are listed in indexeng39.csv. Another
example, the keywords “fine14” and “frothy15” also exist in the searchlisteng.csv.
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So we can find word ““fine” from indexeng14.csv and the words like “first”, “flat”
should be found in the same indexeng14.csv file since the lexicographic order.
Another reason for these two words existing in the indexeng14.csv rather than
indexeng15.csv is because their lexicographic orders are in front of the word “froth”.
This illustrate that any word ordered between the range of “fine14” and “frothy15”
with lexicographic order, which should be found in the file indexeng14.csv.

Secondly, files about index. There are 39 files of indexeng.csv and 43 ones of
indexfin.csv. Same example about word “fine”, the first row in the file
“indexeng14.csv” is for word “fine”. There are several columns that each with special
numbers and letter, several columns for several translating meaning result according
to some words in language have multiple meanings. Like “96-1491-B” which at the
first column for word “fine”. I figured out that number 96 leads to the
file”dictionary96.csv” and code “1491-B” stands for the position of the character
begins of the word in the file of “dictionary96.csv”.

Thirdly, the files called directory.csv have 288 in all. In the file “dictionary96.csv”, I
found some combinations like finehyvin, fineihana, finekaunis. So those combinations
have a common point, which starts with “fine”; the rest part behinds part “fine” like
hyvin, ihana, and kaunis which I think they are the meanings in Finnish.

Finally, DictionaryForMIDs.properties file is the property file.

4.34.34.34.3 AAAAlgorithmlgorithmlgorithmlgorithmssss ofofofof SearchingSearchingSearchingSearching TargetTargetTargetTarget WordsWordsWordsWords

After understanding well at the structures of database, I moved forward to the work of
the algorithms between database and application.

As I have mentioned the algorithms ago in the section 3.6.2 about the flow chart, the
EFDictionary application would get a target translating word once users active the
event of translating. If the value of the inputted word is not empty, then the MIDlet
should to do tasks of searching that word in the database of words stock files and
gathering the translating results.

Since there are two ways of translating direction and each way of them have their own
words stock files in database, so I thought it would be much efficient to make a
sorting job in the beginning. By the reason of the MIDlet has the function of knowing
which translating directions user chose from the list at the first interface which shows
up on the screen.

Then I tried to assign a value of either ‘eng’ or ‘fin’ to a String ‘strPostFix’ that is a
part of content of the path for looking for the file searching the target word.
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After that, building functions to find the matching words based on the target word.
According to the natural structure of database, there are three steps to be considered.
As it was described at the last section, MIDlet firstly process the target word with
‘searchlistfin.csv’ and ‘searchlisteng.csv’ depends on the value from String
‘strPostFix’ which expressed the translating direction. Here I assume translating an
English word “first” to Finnish as an example; processing ‘first’ with in
‘searchlisteng.csv’ is the first step to get the final result. I realized that the purpose of
this step is to get locating of the target word for the next step, and there should be an
advanced function to implement my goals. I was thinking what’s connection and
relationship between the target word and the words in the file ‘searchlisteng.csv’,
somehow any common point they have? Eventually I figured out that I could make
comparison between them since the words in word stocks are listed by lexicographic
orders.

The following piece of code is given to describe the method of split():

public static String[] split(String original, String regex) {
int startIndex = 0;
java.util.Vector v = new java.util.Vector();
String[] str = null;
int index = 0;
startIndex = original.indexOf(regex);
while (startIndex < original.length() && startIndex != -1) {

String temp = original.substring(index, startIndex);
v.addElement(temp);
index = startIndex + regex.length();
startIndex = original.indexOf(regex, startIndex + regex.length());

}
v.addElement(original.substring(index + 1 - regex.length()));
str = new String[v.size()];
for (int i = 0; i < v.size(); i++) {

str[i] = (String) v.elementAt(i);
}
return str;

}
List.1List.1List.1List.1.... PartPartPartPart ofofofof OriginalOriginalOriginalOriginal SourceSourceSourceSource CodeCodeCodeCode /1/1/1/16666////

A part of source code is quoted in List.1 as above, it illustrate how the idea is. Now I
explain more, the target word ‘first’ as an original word in codes meanwhile words
from stock are as regular expressions. Regular expressions are used when you want to
search for specify lines of text containing a particular pattern. A simple example for
regular expression here: The simplest character set is a character. The regular
expression “the” contains three character sets: “t,” “h” and “e”. It will match any line
with the string “the” inside it. But the original word is compared to only one regular
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expression at every turn. The sequence is begins compare to the words from the top
down ordered by lexicography. Firstly it compares the initial letter from both two
words: the target word ‘first’ and a regular expression which is a random word from
the words stock in this case here, it continues to compare the second letter with the
same word if they match or jump to the next word to compare their initial letter again.
After the most familiar regular expression was found, they take the value of the
number behind that word. That number leads to the next step. In this particular
example of target word ‘first’, the number is 14 which illustrate the result is in the file
“indexeng14.csv” for the next step.

The task of next step is familiar as the first one by using the same method of
algorithms. But in this step, it makes more calculations and comparisons with ‘Index’
files in database for a more precision searching since there are much more words to be
compared with than the last step. As the result got from the prior step, the Index file
here is “indexeng14.csv”. The expected goal of this step is to find the matching word
exactly. After then, take the index numbers behind the matching words for the final
step which obtains the final translating results. In this case, the index numbers behind
the target word ‘first’ are as following: 97-368-B, 97-382-B, 97-397-B, 97-408-B,
97-422-B, 97-441-B. Six results are gained for this example, which means there are
possibly 6 multi-meanings existing.

Finally, the MIDlet moves forward to achieve the final translating results in 'directory'
files by the index number given from the last step. By the index given, it is easy now
to locate where translating results are. The first translating result of target word ‘first’
here is begins at the 368th position in bytes from file “directory97.csv” due to the
combination “97-368-B” is the first index number gained from the prior step. But the
issue of multi-meaning should be considered here since one word could be translated
to more than one result. The 'directory' files of EFDictionary have a feature that is the
translating result is always behind the original target word, any string in there are
always made of an English and a Finnish word. So by the same method of split () that
was quoted above, finding the matching words first, then take the behind part which is
the final translating results.

After obtaining the results, they are shown on the screen if the result was found. Or
else, a warning message will be displayed if there was no matching result found. Then
user will be given a choice either inputting another target word to translate or exiting
this application.
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5.5.5.5. EVALUATIONEVALUATIONEVALUATIONEVALUATION

Right now, the outcome of application has been done and working well. But it does
not reach all the goals as I expected in the beginning of thesis starts. The application
was expected to have the function of showing up matching vocabularies on the screen
while user typing initial letters, but I have not done yet because of the limitation of
techniques and time.

Anyway, there are both advantages and disadvantages of my application to be shared
with you. Since the EFDictionary was developed with the J2ME, so it has good
compatibility for the mobile devices from different manufactures. But as a work done
from a bachelor student, I think there are lots of imperfections in my work. Such as
mobile phones with touch screen have no chance to use my application at this moment,
and the quantity of the words stock is limited and so on. During the whole process of
thesis, I realized that my programming skill is very amateur, which is a major reason
to restrict the level of my product.

There is some future work I am planning to do for improving this application. First, a
job of supporting retrieving data from external file that stored in the memory card of
mobile phone could be considered, which can expand my application with more target
languages. Secondly, trying to work with touch screen phone is expected. Because the
touch screen is the trend of development of mobile phone. Furthermore, I should
upload my source file onto Internet for sharing with people who are interested, then it
will be much easier for them to get it since more and more mobile phones has ability
to access Internet.
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6.6.6.6. CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

The research of this thesis illustrated a new solution for dictionary based on mobile
phone. This report showed the process of the research, and also features of
EFDictionary.

During this thesis work I learned a lot. Most of time I spent on with J2ME
programming language and MIDlet development. The highlight of the research is the
EFDictionary application which was implemented in the mobile phone. Furthermore,
the result was proved successful in theory.

However, there are still some weakness of the application that could be improved in
the future work. There are few betterment points in my mind.
1. The matching vocabularies could be shown up on the screen while user typing

initial letters
2. EFDictionary works well in the mobile phones with touch screen.

To sum up, the research has been recorded in documentation as an ideal plan, but it
could not present whether the principal could be totally accomplished in the real work.
At the same time, when the thesis was processed step by step, more and more
challenges would come out. At the moment, I realized that it is a good sense for me to
study and improve myslef skills.
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AAAAppendppendppendppendixixixix

GuideGuideGuideGuide inininin practicalpracticalpracticalpractical useuseuseuse

Step 1.The translating-mode interface. Select the translating mode (direction) English
to Finnish in this example. Click “OK” button to implement, “Exit” button to
terminate.

Step 2.Input the target word in the textbox, click “OK” button to implement and
shows translating results in the blank space, “BACK” button to return the
translating-mode interface.
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Step 3. Continue to implementing the next target words for translation. Just repeat the
same operation as Step 2.

For translation from Finnish to English, the operations are same after implementing
the translating- mode interface.
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Step 1. Translate Finnish to English

Step 2. Input the target word of “viikko” and shows the translating result “week”.

Step 3. The translating result of Finnish word “ostos”.
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